Introduction

The multitude of clinical cases requiring aesthetic therapy anchored in both the fixed prosthesis registry and the movable prosthesis, makes it impossible to classify the treatment according to the state of edification [1-4]. What can be deduced from a thorough clinical examination is the extent of the edentation, the degree of compensation in the odontal, periodontal, mucosal and bone support, the maintenance of the stable occlusion relationship and the type of smile [5-7]. The smile involves altering the physiognomy in all the facial stages, but the anatomy of the lower floor level is most important: the labyrinth extends, the upper lip rises and stretches, and the free edge of the lower lip becomes concave [8-12]. A distance can be measured between the mouth commissura; the smile index can also be calculated: the ratio between the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the laughing slit associated with the smile. The amplitude of the smile determines the degree of exposure of the dental arches and thereby the definition of the area of aesthetic interest to be taken into account during the dental arcade restoration treatments. Smile is a form of non-verbal communication, most often associated with the exposure of dental arches. Appreciation of the relationships between upper lip, lower lip, and mouth commissure with the dental arches during smile is one of the important stages of examination in dental aesthetics [13-15].

Aim: The aim of this study is to individualize the correlative aspects between the type of smile, the degree of visibility of the teeth and the way in which the chosen therapeutic solution, in accordance with the particularity of the clinical case, offers the ultimate clinical success in terms of aesthetic requirements.

Material and Methods

In order to make the aesthetic evaluations and the contour matches we used photos for the patient’s faces and teeth and we processed these photos in Corel Draw 7.0. We manually traced the contour of the face and the frontal tooth and we matched the two shapes changing accordingly their dimensions; the smile type was also established through contour detection. The type of prosthesis is fully in agreement with the particularity of the prosthetic field, the presence or absence of specific prosthetic preparation corroborated with the aesthetic restoration through individualized modeling decisively influences the final results.

Results and Discussion

The clinical presentation shown here is representative of a social approach, in which we pay special attention to the aesthetic-functional binomial which governs the current therapies, in these particular situations the socio-economic criteria are restrictive. The 55-year-old PZ patient following the clinical and paradinical
The negative aspects related to occlusion reside in the changing of the static occlusion parameters due to the morphology and functionality of the mixed restorations which the patient presented, inducing changes in the dynamic occlusion trajectories. The therapeutic plan was governed by the following objectives:


b. Curative objective: morphological: the maxillary achievement of a complete denture restoration and at the mandibular level of some restorations fixed and partially removable flexible prostheses, restoring the dento-alveolar integrity.

c. Functional: restoring the functions of the stomatognate system: mastication, phonation, swallowing, physiognomy.

At the mandible we face a balanced symmetric-asymmetric edification, corroborated with the orientation of the vector RP(resistance-pressure) towards posterior, shows us both the deficient support area and the topography of the elements of maintenance, support and stabilization, if we remain as a variant in the territory of the removable prosthesis. After investigating and analyzing the treatment plan according to all the mentioned principles and criteria, we chose the following therapeutic solution: at the maxilla-complete acrylic denture, the teeth were chosen from the composite, the shape of the teeth being fully aligned with the shape of the face and the architecture of the maxilla prosthetic field. Regarding the mandibulary solution, we chose an mixed prosthesis variant composed: fixed metal-ceramic restoration at levels 33, 32, 31, 41, 42, 43, 44 and partially removable flexible prosthesis consisting of a dentum-mucosal plaque connector, 2 metal-acrylic mixed sutures with 8 artificial teeth, acrylic, anatomorphic, mediocuspitate and support, stabilization and support elements: elastic clasps. The stages of the treatment:

Preparation of the body and oral cavity

a) Health education,

b) General training,

c) Preprotetic (non-specific) preparation.
d) Preprotetic (specific) preparation-Recovery of organic substructures and correction of preparations at mandibular level (Figure 2).

The proper prosthetic treatment concerned the following steps:

a) Preliminary impression recorded in alginate material.

b) Functional impression-it is important to note that on the functional model, all the hybrid prosthesis, both the fixed and the mobilizable component, were made for the purpose of full harmony morpho-functional between the two components. The functional fingerprint was recorded with addition silicon.

c) The recording of the mandibular-cranial relations with the help of the occlusion models and the transfer on the simulator.

d) The checking of the prostheses in the wax. This step is important and precise by superimposing the therapeutic decision marks over the resulting technological elements.

e) Clinical examination, adaptation and fixation by temporary cementsation of the fixed prosthesis and verification, adaptation of the partial removable prosthesis (Figure 3).

f) Fixation by permanent cementsation of the fixed prothesis.

Figure 3: Aspects of maxillary complete denture and partially mandibular removable.

Figure 4: Superposability of the shape of the face and of the dental shape.

prostheses and fixed componentent. After superposing the dental contour on the facial one, an optimumsuperposing results, and the framing of the smile in the convex one, with contact restores aesthetics of the patient. The final results of the clinical case offer the image of the rehabilitation edentotal or partial stretched by total prosthesis, respectively mandibular joint prosthesis, therapeutic solutions that created the cranio-mandibular reposition, as well as the restoration of all the functions affected by edentation (Figure 4). A very important factor in obtaining a result of high-level prosthetic treatment is the harmony between the shape of the teeth, their position, their color and the appearance of the gingival tissues adjacent to them, because a harmonious ensemble can not be defined only under conditions of free periodontal structures. For this reason, the gingival color, the level and extent of exposure of the free gum and the interdental papillae in the smile, even the aspect of the fibroma that covers the alveolar processes, are elements whose analysis completes the examination of dento-facial aesthetics.

Conclusion

a) Aesthetic exigency, which has become a social phenomenon in today’s life, represents for contemporary dental medicine not only as an important dental problem but also a professional duty.

b) The type of prosthesis is fully in agreement with the particularity of the prosthetic field, the presence or absence of specific prosthetic preparation corroborated with the aesthetic restoration through individualized modeling decisively influences the final results.

c) It is especially important that the therapeutic solution chosen in full accord with the degree of vision of the teeth and the type of smile giving the patients’ natural, but also the elegant result of the precision and observance of the clinical-biological parameters that required the rehabilitation.
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